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The used car market is full of mistrust and uncer-
tainties. Providing a vehicle history with trusted car data 
increases market transparency but also threatens the 
market position of used car dealers. But does a vehicle 
history also provide opportunities for them? Based on 
expert interviews, we propose three design principles 
addressing current problems. The evaluation results of 
prototypes – which are based on these principles – indi-
cate that they could improve the current market situation 
by easing data access, increasing the efficiency of sales 
related processes, and by expanding the competences of 
used car dealers. This paper is one of only few papers 
analyzing the current situation of used car dealers in the 
light of emerging new technologies. It indicates that used 
car dealers do not necessarily become disintermediated 
by the provision of trusted car data but rather have op-
portunities to reinvent themselves. 
1. Introduction  
Mistrust and uncertainty are omnipresent in automo-
bile markets all over the world [1]. In particular, the used 
car market suffers from the negative influence of the lack 
of trust between buyers and sellers. Nobel laureate 
George Akerlof [2] described the market inefficiencies 
that arise in a market with information asymmetries. The 
quality uncertainty of the buyers leads to a situation 
where “bad cars” (lemons) drive out the “good cars” 
(peaches). This long-standing adverse selection problem 
can be addressed by providing full vehicle history. How-
ever, it is important to make sure that the quality of the 
data is high to make it trusted. Today, such trusted data 
can be provided by car manufacturers, which collect and 
store these data in their internal systems. Different re-
searchers successfully addressed the problem of adverse 
selection in the used car market by introducing a trusted 
vehicle history [3], [4]. They argue that using trusted car 
data has the potential to act as an enabler of trusted data, 
makes the market more transparent for the buyers and 
therefore leads to fewer fraudulent used car sales. How-
ever, just looking at the buyers’ perspective, without 
considering the sellers’ intentions, does not necessarily 
lead to a feasible solution that ameliorates the used car 
market in the long term. To our knowledge, the current 
situation of used car dealers in the light of emerging new 
technologies has not been widely examined. In this re-
gard, our paper takes an exploratory approach and strives 
to empirically identify the influence of trusted car data 
on the used car dealer’s value creation. Accordingly, we 
raise the following research question:  
RQ: How can used car dealers use trusted car data to 
create value? 
Initially, we identify sales-related problems that used 
car dealers are currently facing and, in a second step, we 
analyze how their sales processes can be improved. Used 
car dealers are important actors in the car market and 
many private sellers end up selling their car to a used car 
dealer [5]. We propose design principles for value crea-
tion that is enabled by trusted data. Further, we provide 
evidence that the usage of trusted car data enables used 
car dealers to strengthen their advisory role, to increase 
the efficiency of their offering and to increase the quality 
of their service offering. 
2. Related Work 
2.1 Used Car Market 
In most countries, the used car business plays an im-
portant role for the automotive market [6]. Typically, 
used car sales contribute significantly to a car dealer-
ship’s revenues, and other branches of a car dealership 
are directly or indirectly influenced by used car sales [7]. 
From the buyers’ perspective, the purchase of a used car 
is something that is usually well-considered. It is a 
lengthy buying decision and it represents a major eco-
nomic burden for the buyer [8]. Still, ordinary buyers do 
not know a lot about the technical details of a car and 
therefore often buy a pig in a poke. Akerlof [2] describes 
this situation as a consequence of the information asym-
metries between buyers and sellers. The power relations 
are unbalanced as sellers have much more bargaining 
power since they know the quality of their own cars [9]. 
Buyers on the other hand can observe only the average 
quality of a car sold at a specific price and have little 





chance to distinguish lemons from peaches [10]. Honest 
sellers are not able to prove the good quality of their cars 
and buyers fear being fooled by dishonest sellers [2]. 
This adverse selection problem can lead to an inefficient 
market where peaches are sold for the price of an aver-
age quality car and thus bad cars drive good cars out of 
the market, resulting in a lower average quality of all 
cars in the market and a volume of transaction below the 
socially optimal level [2], [10]–[12]. Currently, the used 
car markets in Western European countries are far from 
being perfect. A consumer study found that the automo-
tive market is among the top three least trusted markets 
in Germany [13] – along with banks/insurances and the 
telecommunications industry. Another study, conducted 
by the European Commission [14], reported that low 
market-specific consumer knowledge, low trust in car 
sellers and bad warranties are three of the main prob-
lems. This market situation can partially be explained by 
the fact that car salespeople aim for the buyers to trust 
them on a personal level rather than relying on facts like 
a car’s quality when negotiating with prospective buyers 
[5], [15]. According to Diez [5], not all used car dealers 
have equal access to car data. For example, used car 
dealers who are in direct contact with a manufacturer 
profit from access to more car data while others need to 
rely on the data they find on the Internet. In addition to 
that, Macaulay [16] and Diez [5] state that used car deal-
ers strive for more efficient processes. 
Despite information asymmetries and a lack of trust, 
used car dealership remains a prosperous business [17]. 
This might be the result of countermeasures, such as 
guarantees, brand names, or licensing practices [1], [2]. 
Besides, used car dealers focus on long-term relation-
ships with their customers [11], strategic sales ap-
proaches [8] and quality customer service [5]. Addition-
ally, many dealers act strategically when setting prices 
to maximize their margin [18]. In the used car business, 
it is still the car salesperson who has the biggest influ-
ence on the margin and hence on the economic success 
of a used car dealership [18]. From a general viewpoint, 
a good price strategy alone cannot guarantee economic 
success. As described more precisely by Diez [5], there 
are three critical factors for success for used car dealers: 
An overall clear profiling of the business, optimized pro-
cesses, and good personnel. Digitalization can help com-
panies to become more efficient and to offer better ser-
vices to their customers [19]. These technologies should 
be further analyzed to harness their full potential for the 
used car market. 
2.2 Trusted Car Data 
In our study, we explore business potentials of 
'trusted car data' for used car dealership. According to 
Bauer et al. [20] the term ‘trusted car data’ corresponds 
to securely stored and trustworthy car data, which is in 
our case achieved by the usage of a blockchain-based 
application. Prior discussions in the research community 
proposed that creation of the Internet of trusted data is 
determined by the following factors: robust digital iden-
tity, distributed internet trust authorities, distributed safe 
computation, and universal access – and blockchain 
technology is one possible way to address these [21]. 
We acknowledge that there are several ways for pro-
vision and access to trusted car data (such as through car 
manufacturers, registration authorities, or through a 
blockchain-based car data storage), and using block-
chain technology is only one of these with its opportuni-
ties and limits. In our study, we do not focus on the tech-
nical aspect of the underlying technology, but rather on 
the business perspective of availability of trusted data. 
Even though digitalization in the used car business is not 
as advanced as it is in other industries [22], experts agree 
that there are numerous technological opportunities that 
might disrupt this industry in the near future [23]. Re-
cently, many different blockchain use cases for the car 
market have been proposed, the most important ones be-
ing: optimization of the supply chain process, connected 
cars and secured vehicle data for used cars [3], [4], [19], 
[24], [25]. The latter use case has been explored by dif-
ferent researchers: Brousmiche et al. [3] propose a vehi-
cle data and process ledger framework that fosters trust 
building and data sharing between stakeholders. Zavolo-
kina et al. [4] evaluate the buyers’ perspective by provid-
ing trusted vehicle data. They found that this approach 
increases the transparency of the buying process, re-
duces information asymmetries and is a disincentive to 
lemon sellers. 
Bauer et al. [20] showed that trusted car data creates 
value for both buyers and sellers of cars and that there is 
a market potential for trusted data. More specifically, 
they discovered that – with private persons acting as 
buyer and seller – a car can be sold at a higher price if 
trusted car data is available. Therefore, sellers are likely 
to fear becoming disintermediated due to the provision 
of trusted car data. However, these studies analyze nei-
ther disintermediation potentials nor the potential busi-
ness value for used car dealers, even though they are im-
portant actors in the market for used cars [5]. 
3. Methodology 
This study is part of a larger design project, called 
Car Dossier, that is run by a consortium of organizations 
from the automotive industry: a car dealer and importer, 
a car insurance company, a road traffic authority, a car 
sharing company, a software company, and two univer-
sities. Together they intend to improve processes and re-
duce information asymmetries within the whole car eco-
system. In this study, we present the results from an early 
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phase of identification of the business potentials of the 
Car Dossier for used car dealers. For this, we followed 
the design science research methodology (DSRM) [26]–
[28]. DSRM is widely accepted in information systems 
research and aims to find solutions to classes of real-
world problems [29]. As an outcome of DSRM, design 
science researchers create IT artifacts (i.e. design prod-
ucts, design processes). Depending on the design phase, 
created IT artifacts may vary in terms of their maturity: 
from proof-of-concept for early stages to proof-of-use in 
later stages of design research [28]. In the study at hand, 
we created a proof-of-concept prototype (a clickable 
mockup of the interface) of an application, implemented 
on top of the Car Dossier, to be utilized by used car deal-
ers to leverage the potential of trusted car data from the 
Car Dossier. Proof-of-concept prototypes are appropri-
ate for a better understanding of a problem space and 
getting early-stage insights into the feasibility of a solu-
tion and functionality [28]. As a well-established frame-
work to conduct rigorous design science research, 
DSRM guides the steps of this study. We follow six ac-
tivities, as suggested by Peffers et al. [27]: (1) problem 
identification and motivation, (2) definition of the objec-
tives for a solution, (3) design and development, (4) 
demonstration, (5) evaluation, and (6) communication. 
For (1) problem identification and motivation and (2) 
definition of the objectives for a solution, multiple meth-
ods were applied: a literature review [30], mystery shop-
ping (to address the buyers’ perspective) [31] and semi-
structured expert interviews [32] with used car dealers 
(to address the dealers’ perspective). The focus of the 
conducted literature review was placed on the current 
situation of the used car market and trusted car data – as 
described in section 2. As for mystery shopping, this 
method was used to better understand the sales conver-
sation, relationships between used car dealers and buy-
ers. Mystery Shopping is a method where someone acts 
as a normal private customer to in reality observe the 
process and the behavior of the involved persons – in our 
case the used car dealers [31]. Ten mystery shopping 
sessions were conducted in the first quarter of 2019 with 
used car dealers in Western Europe, the origin of the Car 
Dossier project. During the mystery shopping sessions, 
one of the researchers took notes directly after each ses-
sion to capture their observations. The findings of the 
mystery shopping were then used to inform the interview 
guide. The requirements were collected with the subse-
quent ten semi-structured expert interviews. The goal of 
these interviews was to find out and better understand 
aspects that play an important role in the business suc-
cess of used car dealers. These interviews took place in 
the first quarter of 2019. Table 1 provides an overview 
of interview partners. The average duration of an inter-
view was 48 minutes. The interviews were recorded, 
transcribed and coded [33]. The top-level codes included 
the following topics: used car market, buyer sales con-
versation, interaction and trust, used car market of the 
future, blockchain and Car Dossier, requirements for the 
application, and integration into business activities. This 
process helped to formulate problem scenarios and ob-
jectives for the solution. 
For (3) design and development, three use cases were 
targeted. The designed prototypes address these three 
use cases. These prototypes were clickable so that a user 
could navigate without any additional help from re-
searchers, however, the prototypes contained test data. 
DSRM suggests that created DSRM artifacts should be 
evaluated to see if the objectives of the research were 
achieved. Therefore, in the next steps, (4) demonstration 
and (5) evaluation were undertaken as follows. The goal 
of the evaluation was to initially demonstrate if and how 
well the prototypes performed in a realistic scenario 
within a specific organizational context [34]. As sug-
gested by Sonnenberg et al. [34], such evaluation may 
follow “prototyping pattern”, i.e. naturalistic and ex-post 
evaluation, in which researchers specify the artifact de-
sign, provide an implementation of the prototype, select 
‘real users’ and a relevant organizational context, ob-
serve how the prototype is used, and assess whether or 
not the set goals of the prototype were achieved during 
its use. 
The prototypes were presented to the possible real 
users (i.e., used car dealers). The interviews took place 
between 8 July 2019 and 29 July 2019. Table 1 provides 
an overview of the participating persons: Of the ten per-
sons who participated in the first-round interviews, eight 
also participated in the demonstration and evaluation in-
terviews. The average duration of an interview was 54 
minutes. At the start of the process, the persons were pro-
vided with a laptop, so that they could use the proto-
types. After each prototype, the persons were asked to 
provide feedback in a semi-structured interview and to 
fill in a short questionnaire, which covered the following 
categories: process, performance, purpose and enhance-
ment of trust of the IT artifact [35], perceived ease of use 
[36], perceived usefulness [36], [37], intention to use 
[37], net promoter score (NPS) [38], and willingness to 
pay (WTP) for access to such an application [39]. These 
categories were chosen to evaluate the interviewees’ 
trust in the IT artifacts and the general usability of the IT 
artifacts. The NPS was chosen in favor of a lengthy ques-
tionnaire as it can yield valuable insight into the general 
value of the IT artifacts. This paper only discusses the 
most prominent results of the questionnaire. Detailed re-
sults of the questionnaire can be found online 
(https://docs.google.com/document/d/1JwP_3Jw 627XI-
muQcmZNfQ5Q6-rP5IwITHB14FkRGJ2M/exp ort?for-
mat=pdf). In addition, analysis of the semi-structured in-
terviews was used to evaluate the potentials of the de-
signed prototypes for used car dealership. This was done 
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by conducting a SWOT analysis [40] for each use case. 
A SWOT analysis is a helpful framework for strategic 
planning used to assess strengths, opportunities, weak-
nesses, and threats of a project or any situation that in-
volves decision-making. Consequently, our approach is 
to apply this framework to assess business potentials of 
the introduction of applications, based on the Car Dos-
sier, to used car dealership as a part of our evaluation 
design. This way, we could assess whether or not the de-
signed prototypes could create value for used car dealers 
and how. Thus, the questions in the interviews were for-
mulated around four main topics: strengths, opportuni-
ties, weaknesses, and threats associated with the intro-
duction of the applications to used car dealership. Simi-
lar to the previous round of interviews for problem iden-
tification, the interviews were recorded and analyzed. 
This paper forms the final step, (6) communication, in 
the DSRM process. 
 
Table 1. Participants of Requirements Collec-
tion and Evaluation 
 
Abbreviation Job Requirements 
Collection 
Evaluation 
I1 Company Owner ü ü 
I2 Salesperson ü - 
I3 Salesperson ü ü 
I4 Sales Manager ü ü 
I5 Sales Manager ü ü 
I6 Salesperson ü ü 
I7 Company Owner ü - 
I8 Sales Manager ü ü 
I9 Company Owner ü ü 
I10 Sales Manager ü ü 
I11 Company Owner - ü 
I12 Sales Manager - ü 
 
4. Problem Formulation and Objectives for 
the Solution 
The literature review and a detailed analysis of the 
conducted interviews showed that used car sales are still 
an important business for car dealerships in Western Eu-
rope. More than half of the interviewed used car dealers, 
including I8, stated that they are not afraid to be replaced 
in the future. Though, three interviewed used car dealers 
think that job of used car dealers in the future will be 
different compared to the situation today. I6 explained 
that the job of a used car dealer will evolve and that con-
sulting customers will be more important than just sell-
ing cars. The analysis further indicated that used car 
dealers in Western Europe currently face three major 
problems: (1) insufficient data access for customer advi-
sory services, (2) inefficient processes and (3) bad qual-
ity warranties. In our study, we first examine the prob-
lems and then infer objectives for the solution [27]. 
Table 2 lists three problems and for each of them 
some expert quote examples underneath. Diez [5] ex-
plained that not all used car dealers have equal access to 
car data. In our interviews, insufficient data access for 
customer advisory services appeared to be one major 
problem for used car dealers. All ten interviewed used 
car dealers explained that a good network is necessary to 
gain access to car data. Still, most of them manifested 
problems in accessing some data in at least one step of 
the sales processes. Eight used car dealers stated that ac-
cessing the required data for a car is not always possible 
and normally involves difficulties. On the one hand, 
used car dealers have problems accessing relevant data 
within the process of purchasing used cars. This problem 
was described by company owner I9 along with three 
other used car dealers. On the other hand, used car deal-
ers struggle to provide trusted data when advising cus-
tomers. This problem was described by seven of the ten 
interviewed used car dealers. 
Nine of the interviewed used car dealers believe that 
having access to trusted car data would influence their 
relationship with the customers. I3 stated: “Showing de-
tailed car data to the customer would increase his/her 
trust in me.” Three interviewees expect the used car 
market to change if used car dealers become more data-
driven. I5 explained: “With trusted data a car can be 
sold more quickly but you also make less money.” Three 
interviewed used car dealers, who all have more than 25 
years of experience, stated that used car dealer’s busi-
ness processes drastically changed with the emergence 
of the internet. Looking back on this development, they 
all believe that their business – and also their selling 
tasks – will change even more and that access to trusted 
car data becomes more and more important. 
Macaulay [16] and Diez [5] both addressed the prob-
lems caused by inefficient processes for different sales-
related activities. The answers given by used car dealers 
in the interviews show that this problem still exists to-
day. Four interviewees stated that trade relations with 
geographically distant dealers are being avoided due to 
inefficiencies. Another inefficiency is lengthy consult-
ing processes associated with indecisive buyers. Three 
used car dealers reported that these buyers are particu-
larly challenging and none of the interviewees suggested 
an efficient solution. Another problem – described by 
three interviewed used car dealers – is the used car deal-
ers’ need to bargain with private sellers since they tend 
to expect a higher price for their car than a dealer is will-
ing to pay. Consequently, private sellers ask different 
used car dealers for a price offer which leads to low 
dealer margins when reselling used cars. In order not to 
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incur a loss, used car dealers are eventually forced to cut 
back on their expenses. They often do so by reducing the 
repair costs of their used cars which leads to poor quality 
cars. This shows that information asymmetries exist be-
tween buyers and sellers of used cars not only exist when 
used car dealers act as sellers but also when they act as 
buyers. In this scenario, the private person – who sells 
the car – knows the condition, major damages and the 
history of the car (at least the history during the time this 
person was the owner of the car). When used car dealers 
happen to buy or trade-in a car which is in a bad condi-
tion or which was involved in an accident for a relatively 
high price, they often resell it to other – less trustworthy 
– used car dealers instead of doing costly repairs. If they 
would repair it instead, the price, after adding the repair 
costs and their usual margin, would be so high that the 
car would not be salable anymore. The interviewed car 
dealers stated that they do not care if the other dealer will 
then sell the car in a bad condition. 
According to the European Commission [14], low 
quality of offered services, in particular warranties, is a 
big problem. Also in the eyes of five interviewed used 
car dealers bad quality warranties are a major concern in 
the used car market nowadays. Four used car dealers ex-
plained that used car dealers provide different types of 
warranties that differ widely in quality, which is prob-
lematic as different cars have different weaknesses. 
However, a good warranty should include those parts of 
the car which are most likely to break. In addition to that, 
the exact content of a warrant is often not clear to the 
buyer. Some used car dealers take advantage of that. 
As shown in table 2, based on those problems we 
defined objectives for the proposed design principles. 
Objective A is expected to address problem 1. Thereby, 
we aim for a fair market without favoring data access for 
any dealer. We defined objective B to address problem 
2. As the used car business is characterized by enduring 
sales procedures with many stakeholders involved, our 
intention is to create a solution that can be used by many 
different used car dealers without becoming obsolete. 
Objective C was defined to address problem 3. We de-
veloped one specific solution for each of the three ab-
stract design principles. These solutions are presented in 
the next section. 
5. Design 
In this section, we present the three designed proto-
types for the interface. For each prototype, we list the 
main functionalities (tables 3-5) along with an exem-
plary screenshot of the interface (figures 1-3) and we tell 
a short story to describe a possible use case. 
The Car Dossier Analytics follows the design prin-
ciple i and combines trusted data from the Car Dossier 
with data from a dealer’s database to have detailed infor-
mation about a specific car. Primarily, the Car Dossier 
Analytics is used to offer access to the car’s data to pro-
spective buyers. This prototype was created to achieve 
objective A. More specifically, by providing data access, 
this prototype can be used to consult indecisive buyers 
efficiently by giving them detailed information at the be-
ginning of the sales process. Furthermore, the Car Dos-
sier Analytics enables the dealer to create high-level re-
ports based on sold cars. By that, the Car Dossier Ana-
lytics acts as a strategic decision support system that fa-
cilitates customer advisory services for used car dealers. 
Table 3 lists the main functionalities of the Car Dossier 
Analytics and describes who has access to them: the 
 
Table 2. Current Problems of Used Car Dealers, Objectives and Solutions 
 
Problems Objectives Design Principles 
1 Insufficient data access for 
customer advisory services. 
A Strengthen advisory role of used car 
dealers. 
i Analyze trusted car data to strengthen advice giving 
“Finding out about vehicle equipment is quite complicated even if the contact persons cooperate.” (I6) 
“Detailed car data can confuse a buyer. Therefore, it is the dealer’s task to explain the data to the customers.” (I4) 
“Providing information about the car history would be appreciated by the buyers. However, for most of the used cars that we sell, we do not 
have all these data.” (I7) 
“My purchase possibilities are limited because I do not know the quality of other dealers’ cars.” (I9) 
2 Inefficient processes B Increase efficiency of their offering. ii Share trusted car data to improve B2B efficiency 
“Consulting buyers who are not yet informed results in an inefficient selling process.” (I4) 
“If I buy a car from another manufacturer I do not know the car’s history.” (I3) 
“If I see an interesting car from a dealer who is situated on the other side of the country, I do not even look at it because, since I do not know 
the car’s condition, the expenditure of time would be too large.” (I9) 
“We do not check the condition of car that was involved in an accident as detailed as other cars. We just sell them to other dealers without fix-
ing the damages.” (I5) 
“I prefer to sell a bad quality car to another dealer than to do costly repairs. This dealer will probably not repair the car but still I am better off 
with that solution as it is not my customers who are angry.” (I8) 
3 Bad quality warranties C Increase quality of their service offering. iii Use trusted car data to improve risk-sharing products 
“Warranties usually cover all parts of a car that will never ever be broken.” (I8) 
“Since laymen cannot assess the quality of a warranty, incomplete warranties often lead to unhappy customers” (I8) 
“Much cheating is done with warranties still nowadays.” (I5) 
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Use case: Alice (a private buyer) wants to acquire a used 
car from Bob (a used car dealer). Alice is not sure what 
kind of car she wants to buy. Thanks to the Car 
Dossier Analytics Bob can show Alice informative graphics 
about a specific used car. This includes all events which took place during the entire lifecycle of this car such as all 
conducted maintenance. At the same time, Bob can show Alice analytics on the model which Alice intends to buy. 
Seeing these data, e.g. typical usage of such a car, helps her to estimate potentially necessary spending from her side 
in the future. At the same time, Bob can use the data to make strategic decisions on how to advise his customers. 
 
Use case: Bob (a used car dealer) wants to buy a car from 
John (another used car dealer). Bob and John operate in 
two different cities far away from each other which is why 
for Bob it is not feasible to personally inspect the car in 
question. For this reason, Bob would normally not buy 
John’s car. However, thanks to the Car Dossier Auction, 
Bob can access detailed information about the car online, 
based on which he decides whether or not he wants to buy 
this car. Bob can use this Auction to buy cars not only from 
dealers but also from private sellers. 
        Figure 2. Car Dossier Auction - Bid 
 
Use case: Alice’s car, which she recently bought from 
Bob, is damaged. She does not remember exactly what her 
car’s warranty includes. Thanks to the Car Dossier War-
ranty she can quickly check whether this type of damage 
is included. Furthermore, she sees the repair as an event in 
the timeline after it has been done and she can even change 
her warranty or procure a new one if desired. 
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Table 3. Car Dossier Analytics 
 
Functionalities Access 
Contact Dealer Owner 
Calendar Dealer & Owner 
Ride Analysis Owner 
Numbers & Clues Dealer & Owner 
Reports Dealer 
Maintenance Dealer & Owner 
Equipment Dealer & Owner 
Settings Dealer 
 
Figure 1. Car Dossier Analytics - Report 
Table 4. Car Dossier Auction 
 
Functionalities Access 
Sell Car Dealer & Owner 
Bid Owner 
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owner is the buyer of the car and the dealer is the dealer 
who sold the car. The owner can directly contact the 
dealer in the Car Dossier Analytics. The Calendar gives 
an overview of all car-related events (e.g., repairs). The 
Ride Analysis provides information about the last time 
the vehicle was driven, such as mileage and gasoline 
consumption. Number & Clues provide the latest news 
and fun facts about the model of the car. Reports give 
dealers the possibility to create reports based on buyers’ 
data (provided buyers give consent to use their data). 
Figure 1 visualizes a possible dashboard of such a report. 
Maintenance lists detailed data about carried out mainte-
nance. Equipment lists all components of the car catego-
rized as: standard, supplementary, repair, and tuning. In 
Settings the owner can configure the Car Dossier Ana-
lytics as they wish. 
The Car Dossier Auction follows the design princi-
ple ii and provides a platform where everyone (whose 
car is connected to the Car Dossier) can sell their car in 
just a few clicks. This prototype was built to achieve ob-
jective B: It should enable dealers to conduct business 
with each other despite large geographical distances, it 
should simplify selling a car, and it should reduce the 
used car dealer’s need to bargain when purchasing used 
cars. Table 4 lists the main functionalities of the Car 
Dossier Auction and describes who has access to them. 
Everyone (private car owners as well as dealers) can sell 
their car on the Car Dossier Auction platform. However, 
only dealers can bid for a car on the platform. To sell a 
car, the duration of the auction, the starting price and (if 
desired) the buy now price are the only things the seller 
can define. The bidder can view all cars that are currently 
available. Figure 2 shows what bidders see when they 
want to bid for a car. The bidder can click on Car Dos-
sier to access trusted car such as the history, the current 
condition or pictures of the car. 
The Car Dossier Warranty follows the design prin-
ciple iii and introduces a trusted car warranty to the Car 
Dossier. This prototype should achieve objective C. 
More specifically, this prototype should prevent dealers 
from offering bad warranties, giving car owners the 
chance to buy or (if they already have one) extend a war-
ranty themselves. The Car Dossier Warranty gives Used 
Car Dealers the chance to offer tailored warranties. 
Based on the specific features of a car such as age, con-
dition, mileage history a suitable set of car parts can be 
included in the warranty. Further, the Car Dossier War-
ranty enables car owners to see detailed specification of 
the currently active warranty and a detailed history of 
past warranties at any time. Table 5 lists the main func-
tionalities of the Car Dossier Warranty and describes 
who has access to them. The owner and the dealer can 
view the warranty either as a timeline or in a list. The 
timeline view is displayed in figure 3. If the car does not 
meet the warranty’s requirements, the owner can contact 
the dealer. The owner can also sign a warranty so that 
the dealer updates the warranty in the Car Dossier. 
6. Evaluation 
According to the questionnaire, all three prototypes fol-
low an easily understandable process, are easy to use, 
and perform well – in the sense that they contain all rel-
evant functionalities to achieve the intended goals. Most 
of the interviewed used car dealers rated purpose and in-
tention to use highly for all three prototypes, which in-
dicates that they will be important tools for used car 
dealers in the future and that most used car dealers would 
use them. Average NPS of 7.85, 8.00 and 7.30 show that 
the interviewees had a very good impression of all three 
use cases. Figure 4 shows a consolidated SWOT analysis 
from the three prototypes. All prototypes convinced the 
interviewees with their simplicity and time they could 
save for the used car dealer. Four interviewees explicitly 
stated that in the eyes of a used car dealer, simplicity is 
the most important requirement for a newly introduced 
application. 
Due to its extensive data and many functionalities, 
the Car Dossier Analytics was reported to be useful for 
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high probability of success for the Car Dossier Analyt-
ics. Only one interviewee was skeptical because of the 
difficulty in accessing the manufacturer's data. Three 
used car dealers were concerned that the Car Dossier 
Analytics offers too much transparency. I6 stated: “The 
more a buyer knows, the lower my margin is.” Nine out 
of ten used car dealers predict a high probability of suc-
cess for the Car Dossier Analytics. According to the 
questionnaire, used car dealers are willing to pay an av-
erage of €75.35 for the Car Dossier Analytics per car. A 
pretty high median of €68.25 per car shows that there are 
very few used car dealers who do not see the value in 
this prototype. 
The key opportunities of the Car Dossier Auction are 
an acceleration of sales processes and reduced effort for 
the buyer as well as for the seller. The NPS median for 
the Car Dossier Auction is 8.5, which is 0.5 higher than 
for the other prototypes. This indicates that used car 
dealers are most likely to recommend the Car Dossier 
Auction to a friend. I1 stated: “I would definitely recom-
mend it to a friend, but I would not recommend it to my 
competitors because I want to be one of just few privi-
leged car dealers to use such a great tool.” The inter-
viewees only criticism was that the date a specific pic-
ture of the car was taken is not visible in the prototype 
and that more price transparency might lead to lower car 
prices. Seven out of ten used car dealers predict a high 
probability of success for the Car Dossier Auction. In 
the questionnaire, the Car Dossier Auction was rated the 
most useful of the three prototypes. On average, used car 
dealers are willing to pay €109.85 per car for the Car 
Dossier Auction, with a median of €68.25, which is 
equal to the median of the Car Dossier Analytics. 
Improved transparency and buyer autonomy are 
strengths of the Car Dossier Warranty prototype. Ac-
cording to four interviewees, this prototype will be im-
portant in the future since there is some pent-up demand 
when it comes to warranties in the used car market: 
“Many used car dealers offer bad warranties.” (I11) 
However, the evaluation showed that our prototype still 
faces many threats: the required individuality of a war-
ranty, the dependency on established third-party provid-
ers, and the negligence of warranties before the purchase 
of a car were stated the most. In this regard, I8 stated: 
“Buyers only deal with the warranty when it is already 
too late.” Depending on how high the price for the Car 
Dossier Warranty will be, the cost-performance ratio 
might be a weakness. I12 explained: “I am not willing to 
pay anything […] because a warranty is something that 
I think about after I sold a car.” The used car dealer’s 
WTP for the Car Dossier Warranty is, on average, 
€16.80 per car. A low WTP median of just €0.90 per car 
shows that only few used car dealers see the value in this 
prototype. 
7. Discussion 
Our three prototypes provide concrete examples for 
the value disciplines introduced by Treacy and 
Wiersema [41]. As for customer intimacy, the Car Dos-
sier Analytics use case shows how used car dealers can 
strengthen their advisory role with access to trusted car 
data. Operational efficiency is instantiated with the Car 
Dossier Auction use case which demonstrates increased 
efficiency of used car dealer’s offering. For product in-
novation, the use case of tailored warranties (Car Dos-
sier Warranty) shows how used car dealers can use 
trusted data to increase the quality of their service offer-
ing. These findings are valuable for both researchers and 
practitioners as they show how used car dealers can use 
trusted car data to create value. 
Our results show that – as stated by Wagner [7] – 
used car sales are still an important contributor to a car 
dealership’s revenues today. Diez’s [5] and Neu’s [15] 
statements could not be totally confirmed: Car salespeo-
ple do aim for the buyers to trust them on a personal 
level, but since the used car dealers’ business increas-
ingly takes place on the Internet, personal trust in the 
seller is not sufficient anymore. The interviews showed 
that nowadays car salespeople need to be able to quickly 
give the buyer the relevant information without spending 
too much time on indecisive buyers. Still, our findings 
coincide with Eckert’s [18] assertion that the salespeople 
are the ones with the biggest influence on the economic 
success of a used car dealer. For this reason, used car 
sellers are afraid of losing their bargaining power due to 
too much transparency which, according to our SWOT 
analysis, is one of the biggest threats to the Car Dossier 
Analytics. Even though decentralized solutions – such as 
the blockchain technology – promises to be disrupting 
[19], we found that used car dealers do not fear to be 
replaced by technology in the future but they rather see 
potential in trusted car data. 
Information asymmetries are both a blessing and a 
curse for used car dealers: While they give them more 
room for maneuver when selling a used car to an un-
knowing buyer, they struggle with access to relevant 
data themselves on a daily basis. Our findings conform 
with Diez’ [5] regarding the fact that not all used car 
dealers have equal access to data. Used car dealers need 
considerable time and effort to build their network and 
then also to find the data they need by asking different 
persons from their network. Using trusted car data re-
duces the problem of unequal access to data between dif-
ferent used car dealers and helps all used car dealers to 
conduct their daily business more efficiently. This yields 
reduced information asymmetries and thus, all used 
dealers would have equal access to car data. In this case, 
used car dealers would be willing to provide their cus-
tomers access to these data as this can help to build trust 
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between a used car dealer and his customers. Hence, in-
formation asymmetries from a buyer's perspective, as 
described by Akerlof [2], are being reduced. Also, lack 
of trust, one of the biggest problems in the used car mar-
ket [14], would be reduced. 
One of our prototypes, the Car Dossier Analytics, 
represents an IT artifact that increases transparency and 
ease of data access for buyers and sellers. The evaluation 
yielded a positive result which indicates that such a so-
lution would indeed be utilized by used car dealers and 
that they would be willing to pay for it as it helps them 
to strengthen their advisory role. This is necessary since 
buyers often do not have the technical know-how to un-
derstand detailed car data. The results of our SWOT 
analysis further acknowledge that the tool’s extensive 
functionalities – especially the reporting opportunities – 
assist today’s sales processes and expand the compe-
tences of used car dealers. Our second prototype, the Car 
Dossier Auction, was rated to be even more helpful for 
used car dealers. We found that this solution would fi-
nally enable used car dealers to conduct business with 
geographically distant competitors. The evaluation re-
sults showed that the Car Dossier Auction would drasti-
cally increase the efficiency of sales related processes. 
For these reasons, the interviewed used car dealers 
would be willing to spend an average of €109.85 per car 
when making use of the Car Dossier Auction. The Car 
Dossier Warranty intends to contribute to the quality of 
warranties in the used car market as, according to Aker-
lof [2], business suffers from bad guarantees. The eval-
uation of the Car Dossier Warranty revealed that its suc-
cessful implementation would be more challenging 
compared to the other use cases. Even though our results 
coincide with the European Commission’s [14] study, 
regarding the fact that many fraudulent warranties are 
still being sold today, used car dealers do not intend to 
change their habits when selling warranties. Following 
Diez’s [5] three critical factors for success, we found that 
while all our use cases help used car dealers to optimize 
their processes, they influence neither the profiling of 
business nor the quality of personnel. However, our find-
ings suggest that, despite not being among Diez’s [5] 
critical factors, a strengthened advisory role, increased 
efficiency of their offering and increased quality of the 
service offering are likely to positively influence the suc-
cess of used car dealers. 
8. Conclusion 
In the introduction, we raised the question of how 
used car dealers can use trusted car data to create value. 
Our results provide evidence that by following the ab-
stract design principles we defined, using trusted car 
data can solve current problems experienced by used car 
dealers and reduce information asymmetries. We further 
found that in contrary to used car buyers and private 
sellers who profit from increased transparency in the 
market [20], used car dealers fear reduced margins due 
to too much transparency. Still, used car dealers do not 
fear to be replaced by technology in the future since the 
use of a trusted car data platform – e.g., in the form of 
our three prototypes – creates value for them. For these 
reasons, used car dealers would be willing to use all 
three of our prototypes. 
According to Diez [5], as well as our own interviews, 
insufficient data access is one of the major problems fac-
ing used car dealers. Our prototypes are able to solve this 
problem. Furthermore, our three designed prototypes 
improve the efficiency of several sales related processes. 
Macaulay [16] and Diez [5] addressed this problem and 
our interviews clearly showed that used car dealers have 
difficulties conducting sales related processes effi-
ciently. In this regard, our prototypes create the most 
value, which is why this is where the biggest potential of 
a trusted car data platform lies for used car dealer busi-
nesses. A centralized platform could not yield the same 
potentials for used car dealers. Even though decentral-
ized technologies are known for disintermediating 
trusted third parties [19], our findings indicate that this 
might not be the case in the used car market. Our results 
show that usage of trusted car data may rather expand 
the competences of a used car dealer: They can become 
more knowledgeable, improve the efficiencies of their 
processes, and eventually become more data-driven by 
having access to trusted car data. 
We acknowledge the following limitations of this 
study which also offer directions for future research. 
First, our study is limited to Western European countries 
which is why caution is required when generalizing the 
findings. Therefore, other geographic areas should be 
further studied. Second, we focus on qualitative rather 
than quantitative data. Thus, future studies should take a 
broader approach and acquire quantitative data (e.g. by 
conducting surveys with used car marketplaces). Third, 
we used prototypes in a controlled setting for the evalu-
ation and not a finalized system. Testing a complete sys-
tem in a real-world environment could lead to additional 
required functionalities of the application. We hope that 
this study inspires follow-up studies to further research 
opportunities for trusted car data in the used car market. 
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